NOTIFICATION

Rules for submission of paper/s in lieu of dissertation vide CPSP Notification No.Sec/Notif-1/CPS/03/2027-A dated 15th July, 2003 and Notification No.Sec/Notif-1/CPS/09/270 dated 13th March, 2009, for the candidates of Fellowship or for Second Fellowship FCPS-II are hereby amended, as follows:

"It is hereby notified to all concerned that consequent upon demotion to 'Z' category by Higher Education Commission, 'Annals of PIMS' is removed from the List of Approved Journals by CPSP".

All other rules as relating to the publication/acceptance of articles in lieu of dissertation as detailed in CPSP above referred notifications remain un-amended.

Prof. Capt. Qazi Jalaluddin Ahmed
Secretary, CPSP

CC: 01. P.S. to The President, CPSP
      02. Councillors, CPSP
      03. Registrar, CPSP
      04. Treasurer, CPSP
      05. Regional Directors, CPSP
      06. Director Faculties, CPSP, Karachi
      07. Director, Department of Medical Education, CPSP, Karachi
      08. Chief Controller of Examination, CPSP
      09. Controller/Joint Controllers of Exams
      10. Professor of Pathology, CPSP
      11. Senior Executive Officer, RTMC
      12. General Manager Operations, CPSP
      13. General Manager Finance, CPSP
      15. Webmaster, CPSP, Karachi with a request to put the notification on college website.
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